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SECOND SESSION! By The Editor
The buses rolled in on Sunday afternoon for second
session and instantly, all the campers and counselors
were pumped up and ready for the next four weeks to
come. Everyone had already had a blast in the first
session including the July 4th celebrations at Marimeta,
an awesome town day in the lovely town of Minocqua
and, of course, everyone’s favourite, British and
American. However, there is much in store for the
second session including Twilight League, Green and
White, the Kawaga Completion and some other
surprises along the way.
Tom and Mike’s Campfire! By the Editor
The first camp-fire kicked off with TOM ADLER performing a
song called “Menominee Shoes,” that he wrote and composed
himself, along with MIKE TAYLOR. It was an instant hit with the
campers who memorized the words and melodies. Right from
the get-go and began singing it with Tom and Mike. PAM ADLER
also made a surprise appearance with her dancing shoes and
show-cased a lovely number with her husband Tom. Both
received a huge round of applause at the end.
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ROOF BALL! – By the Editor
There is a game that’s slowly becoming the most popular to play during rest periods
and any free times in between activities called, Roof Ball. Campers MORGAN BROOKS,
SAM MYERTHALL and KYLE SPIESZ are the few who have been taking part in it,
alongside counselors HARJ ORLUKH, ROBBIE ROLFE and JAKE FISHBEIN. It involves
the participants forming a line in front of cabin 17, and whoever has the ball must
throw it on the roof and the person behind them must catch it and throw it back on
the roof, but should be in the air themselves as they throw the ball. If the person
behind fails to catch the ball or they throw the ball for the person behind them whilst
still having both feet on the ground, they are out of that round. It started with just 5
campers playing it to a massive 32 of them yesterday.

Health Checks! – By the Editor
NURSE DAWN and her assistant NURSE
SARAH carried out the very important Health
Checks in the lodge. This involved every single
camper having their throats and ears checked
for any flu symptoms and to check that their
temperatures are normal. Their weight was
checked to see if they were not abnormally
losing or gaining weight, and their heads were
checked for any lice, because that’s something
we do not need at camp. The whole purpose of
this exercise is to make sure that everyone is
healthy right from the start of the session
and to avoid any possible complications later
on in the session.

SWIM TEST! By the Editor
The yearly swimming test took place this
afternoon. ANDY SCHOFIELD and PAM
ADLER, called every cabin down to the
lake-front, one by one, to observe and
anaylise all the campers on their
swimming skills. Secret Canteen Number
8.This gave Andy and Pam an idea on who
to pay more attention to when they are in
the lake. It also helps the campers improve
their swimming skills during their time at
camp if they aren’t so strong to start off
with.

CABIN CLEAN UP! By the Editor
It’s that time again; DQ IS CALLING! As many of you may already know, cabin clean up plays a
very important part in the health and well-being of everyone at camp. There are many illnesses
that can be caught by living in unhygienic surroundings and we can have uninvited guests (ants
and chipmunks) come into our cabins as well. Every morning, after breakfast, we go into a period
of cabin clean-up where floors must be swept and mopped, clothes on shelves must be folded
neatly, bathroom sinks and toilets must be cleaned using disinfectant, and the outside grounds
must be cleared of any trash. The more times you win with the highest points, the more chance
you get of going to DQ! Keep up the good work everyone. Special shout-out goes to DAVID
FINFER, ASHER BERMAN, ROWAN HARRISON, RAYMOND DONG, PAYTON PICUS, JONAH
FELDMAN AND JAKE FELDMAN from cabin 5 for winning the session’s first cabin clean-up!
Counselor Profile
NAME: BRANDON PTASNIK
AGE: 17
ACTIVITIES:
WATERFRONT/BASEBALL
FAVOURITE SONG: CHANCE THE
FAVOURITE ATHLETE: BABE
RUTHRAPPER – SAME PUGS
FAVOURITE MOVIE: SHUTTER
ISLAND

Stephen Curry Random Facts
1. He holds the record for three-pointers in a season in
both the NBA and NCAA.
2. Curry did not receive scholarship offers from any
major Division 1 schools. Instead, he received offers
only from small schools such as Davidson, VCU and
Winthrop.
3. As well as basketball, he is the most accomplished
Curry in his family, he went to the least decorated
college. He attended Davidson College, while his
father and brother attended Virginia Tech and Duke
University respectively.
4. Now in his seventh NBA season, he has never shot
below 42% from three in a single season.
5. In high school, while in the locker room with his team
getting ready for a big game, Steph got so excited
that he hit his head on the ceiling while jumping up
and down. It wasn’t a small bounce either, he needed
stitches!

